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A NOTE ON  LOWENHEIM-SKOLEM CARDINALS 

TOSHIMICHI USUBA 

ABSTRACT. In this note we provide some applications of Lowenheim-
Skolem cardinals introduced in [3]. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Throughout this note, our base theory is ZF unless otherwise specified. In 

Usuba [3], we introduced the notion of Lowenheim-Skolem cardinal, which 

corresponds to the downward Lowenheim-Skolem theorem in the context of 

ZFC. 

Definition 1.1. Let K be an uncountable cardinal. 

(1) K is weakly Lowenheim-Skolem (weakly LS, for short) if for every 

'Y < K, a 2'. K, and x E Va, there is X -< Va such that V'Y t:;:; X, 
x E X, and the transitive collapse of X belongs to v'; 応

(2) K is Lowenheim-Skolem (LS, for short) if for every'Y < K, a 2'. 尻

and x E Va, there is (3 2'. a and X -< V,a such that V'YこX,xEX,

v'/(X n Va)こX,and the transitive collapse of X belongs to v; 応

Note that if K is a limit of LS (weakly LS, respectively) cardinals, then 

K is LS (weakly LS, respectively). In [3], we proved that some non-trivial 

consequences of the Axiom of Choice AC holds on the successor of a singular 

weakly LS cardinal: 

Theorem 1.2. Suppose K is a singular weakly LS cardinal (e.g., a singular 

limit of weakly LS cardinals). 

(1) There is no cofinal map from V1,, into応， henceK+ is regular. 

(2) For every function f from v; 氏 intothe club filter over K+, the in-

tersection n f "v; 氏 containsa club in応. Hence the club filter is 
炉―-complete.

(3) For every regressive function f : 応→ K+, there is a く応 such

that the set { 77 <記 If(77) }・ = a is stationary. 
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See [3] for more information, and applications to choiceless set-theoretic 

geology. 

In this note, we provide related results and other applications of LS cardi-

nals, and we show that various consequences of AC follows from LS cardinals. 

We will use the following notion in this note. For a set x, let llxll be the 

least ordinal 0: such that there is a surjection from Va onto x. Note that: 

● IIVall = 0: for every infinite ordinal 0:. 
• If Xこy,or there is a surjection from y onto x, then II叫|さ IIリ11.

• For every ordinal 0:, there is a cardinal K with 11,,,,11 > 0:. 
• If K is weakly LS, then for every 1 < K there is no surjection from 

V, onto K ([3]), so 11,,,,11 = K. 
• Suppose K = 11,,,,11- Let 0: ?: K and X -< Va be with IIXII < K. 
Then the transitive collapse of X is in Vr;,; Let X be the transitive 
collapse of X, and 6 the rank of X. There is a surjection from X 
onto 5, so 11511 < 11x11 . Since the collapsmg map 1s a bijection from 

X onto X, we have 11511 :::; IIXII = IIXII < K. If 6?: K, then we know 
11511 ?: 11,,,,11 = K, but this is impossible and we obtain 6 < K. 

Using this notion, we can reformulate LS and weakly LS cardinals as follows: 

● K is weakly LS if and only if 11,,,,11 = K, and for every 0: ?: 氏 and

set As;;;; 見 withIIAII < K, there is X -< Va such that A s;;;; X and 

IIXII <氏

● K is LS if and only if 11,,,,11 = K, and for every 1 < K, a ?: K and set 

AこVawith IIAII <氏， thereis (3 ?: 0: and X -< Vf3 such that AこX,

IIXII < K, and for every yこXn Va, if IIYIIさ1then y EX. 

2. 0N ELEMENTARY SUBMODELS 

First let us present somewhat trivial characterization. 

Proposition 2.1. Let K be an uncountable cardinal. Then the following are 

equivalent: 

(1) K is weakly LS. 

(2) 11,,,,11 = K and for every first order structure M =〈M;... 〉with

countable language and As;;;; M with IIAII < K, there is an elementary 
submodel N -〈N;... 〉-<M such that As;;;; N and IINII < K. 

Proof. (2)⇒ (1). Take 1 < K, a ?: K, and x E Va, Identifying x as a con-

stant, consider the structure〈Va;E,x〉.By (2), we can find an elementary 
submodel X -< Va such that x E X, V, こX,and IIXII < K. If Y is the 
transitive collapse of X, then Y must be in 11; 応

(1)⇒ (2). 11,,,,11 = K is already noted above. Fix a structure M =〈M;... 〉
and A s;;;; M such that there is a surjection f from some x E Vr;, onto A. 
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Take a large CY >氏 withJ, M E Va, and take also a large 1 < K, with 
x E V,. By (1), we can find X -< Va such that f, M E Va, V, s;;;; X, 
and the transitive collapse of X is in 11; 氏. Since x E V, s;;;; X, we have 

A-f"xこX.LetN -〈MnX;... 〉.Since AこX-<狐 itis easy to see 
that N -< M and A s;;;; M n X. If 1r : X→ Y is the collapsing map, then 

T 「MnX:MnX→1r(M) is a bijection and 1r(M) E 11; 氏. Then the inverse 

map gives a surjection from 1r(M) onto Mn  X. Hence IIM n XII < K,. ロ

3. ON  SUCCESSORS OF WEAKLY LS CARDINALS 

In ZFC, for every cardinal K, and CY 2:: K,+, we can find an elementary 

submodel X -< Va with IXI = K, こX and X n記 E応.We can prove a 
similar result for singular weakly LS cardinals. 

Lemma 3.1. Let K, be a singular weakly LS cardinal. Then for every CY 2:: K,+ 

and x E Va, there is X -< Va such that x EX, 11; 氏こ x,xn応 E戸， and

IIXII = /'i.,. 

Proof. Fix a large /3 > CY, and take Y -< V,a such that CY, 尻 xE Y, cf(ri.,)こY,
and the transitive collapse of Y belongs to 11; 応

Let F = { Z-< Va I x E Z and the transitive collapse of Z is in Vr;,}-We 

have FEY. 

Claim 3.2. (1) F n Y is upward directed, that is, for every Z。,Z1 E 

F n Y, there is Z2 E F n Y with Z。UZ1こZ2.

(2) For every 1 < K,, there is Z E F n Y with V, s;;;; Z. 

Proof of Claim. (1) Take a large 1 < K, such that the transitive collapses of 

z。andZ1 are in V,, and take surjections fo : V, → Z。andf1 : V, → Z1・

Since Z。,Z1 E Y -< V,a, we may assume that 1, fo, Ji E Y. In Y, we can 

choose Z~-< Va+w such that V, こZふx,CY, fo, f1 E Z~, and the transitive 
collapse of腐 isin Vr;,, Let Z2 = Z~n Va E Y. We know Z2 -< Va, so 
Z2 E F n Y. Since V, こZ2,we also have Z。UZ1こZ2.
(2) Since cf(K,)こY,we have that Y n K, is cofinal in K,. Hence for a given 

1 < K,, there is 15 E Y n /'i., with , さ15.Then in Y we can choose Z E F with 

怜 s;;;;z. ロ

Let X = LJ(F n Y). By the claim above, we have that x EX-< Va and 
Vr;, こX.

Claim 3.3. There is a surjection from Vr;, onto X. 

Proof of Claim. Let Y be the transitive collapse of Y, and 7f : Y→ Y the 
collapsing map. For each Z E F n Y, let Z be the transitive collapse of Z, 
and冗 bethe collapsing map. 
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Define f : v1'" X v1'"→ X as follows: For〈a,b〉Ev1'" x v1'", if 1r―1(a) E 

F n Y and b E Z (where Z = 1r―1(a)), then J(a, b) =デ(b).Otherwise, 

f(a, b) = 0. This f is an surjection; Take c E X. Then c E Z for some 

Z E F n Y, and f(n(Z), nz(c)) -c. We can easily take a surJection from 

v氏 ontoV1'" X 11, 氏， hencewe obtain a surjection from V, 氏 ontoX. ロ

Finally, since there is no cofinal map from兄 into戸 byTheorem 1.2, 

we have that sup(X n記）＜応. In addition, since K, こX,we have 

sup(X n記）こ X and sup(X n記） =Xn応 E応．ロ

Let K, be a singular weakly LS cardinal. While we already knew that 
the club filter over K,+ is K,+ -complete, we do not know if it is normal. 

Among this, we can construct a normal filter over応 whichis definable 

with parameter戸

Note 3.4. Let K, be a cardinal, and F a filter over K,. Then the following 

are equivalent: 

(1) For every Xa E F (a < K,), the diagonal intersection△ a<1'"ふ＝
{(3 < K, I /3 E Xa for all aく /3}is in F. 

(2) For every XE  p+ and regressive function f: X→ K,, there is a < K, 
with {/3 EX  I J(/3) = a} E F+. 

Where p+ ={XE冗K,)I X n C =I= 0 for every C E F}. An element of 

p+ is an F -positive set. We say that a filter F is normal if F is proper, 

contains all co-bounded subsets of K,, and satisfies the above conditions (1) 
and/or (2). 

Proposition 3.5. Let K, be a singular weakly LS cardinal. Let F~P(応）
be the set such that: D E F ← =}- there is a 2: K, 十 andx E Va such that D 

contains the set { rJ <記 Ithere is X ---< Va with x E X and rJ = X n K,+}. 

Then F is a normal filter over訊

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, we have that 0~F and K, 八T/E F for every T/ <応．

One can check that F is a filter over K,+. For the normality, take a family 

{D'Y E F I'Yく K,+},and let D =△ "/<1'"+DT Suppose to the contrary 
that D~F. Now fix a large (3 > K,+ such that for every'Y <応， thereis 

a< (3 and x E Va such that {TJ <記 Ithere is X ---< Va with x E X and 

TJ = xn応}~DT Since D茫F,we can find Y---< VfJ such that Y contains 
all relevant objects, Y n K,+ E応， andY n K,+~D. Let 8 = Y n応.We 

see that 8 ED  'Y for every'Y < 8, this 1s a contradiction. 

Take'Y < 8. Then'Y E Y. Hence we can find a E Y and x E Y n Va 

such that { rJ <記 Ithere is X ---< Va with x E X and rJ = X n記｝こ DT
However, since a, x E Y, we have x E Y n Va---< Va and (Y n Va) n K,+ = 8, 

hence 8 EDT ロ
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For a non-empty set S, let Col(S) be the poset of all finite partial func-

tions from w to S with the reverse inclusion order. The forcing with Col(S) 

adds a surjection from w onto S. 

Proposition 3.6. Let "'be a singular weakly LS cardinal. Then Col(V, 砂
forces (r,, 州=w1 and the Dependent Choice DC. 

Proof. For the eq叫 ity(応）v = w1, take p E Col(V,,.) and a name j for 

a function from "'to応. Define F : Col(V, 砂X K, → 応 asfollows: For 

〈q,a〉E Col(V, りx"', if q :::;: p and q I卜 j(a)= TJ" for TJ <応， then

F(q, a) = TJ. Otherwise, let F(q, a) = 0. By Theorem 1.2, F is not a 

cofinal map, hence 1 = sup(F"(Col(V,,.) x r,,)) <戸.Then it is clear that 

pl卜"f"r,,~ ゲ',sopI卜"(r,,州 isregular" . 

. To show that Col(V, 砂forcesDC, t_ake p E Col(V, 砂， Col(V,,.)-na11;1esS and 

R such that p If-"S is non-empty, Rこ望 andfor every x E S there is 

y ES with〈x,y〉ER".
Fix a large limit a > r,,+ with S, .k E Va. By Lemma 3.1, we can find 

X ---< Va such that V, 氏 ~X, X contains all relevant objects, X n応 E応，

and IIXII = "'・Note that Col(V, 砂 ~x.
Take a (V, Col(V,,.))-generic G, and let X[G] = {如 I允EX is a Col(V,,.)-

name} (where知 isthe interpretation of出byG). Since Col(V, 砂こ X,we 

may assume X[G] ---< Va[G] = V[G]a-There is a canonical surjection from 

X onto X[G], namely出→ 知， hencewe can take a surjection from V,,. onto 

X[G]. Since V, 氏 iscountable in V[G], we have that X[G] is countable as 

well. Let S =況 andR=釦.We know S, RE X[G]. By the elementarity 

of X[G], for every x E Sn X[G], there is y E Sn X[G] with〈x,y〉ER.

Now X[G] is well-orderable, thus we can take a map f: w→ SnX[G] such 
that〈f(n),J(n + 1)〉ER for every n < w. ロ

When "'is regular weakly LS, we can obtain a similar result to Lemma 

3.1. Note that in ZFC, "'is regular weakly LS if and only if"'is inaccessible. 

Lemma 3. 7. Let"'be a regular weakly LS cardinal. Then for every 1 < "', 
a > "', and x E Va, there is X ---< Va such that x E X, 1 < X n氏 E"', 

Vxn氏 ~X, and the transitive collapse of X is in V,,. ・

Proof. Similar to Lemma 3.1. Take a large (3 > a and Y---< Xf3 such that Y 

contains all relevant objects, and the transitive collapse of Y is in V,,.. We 

know sup(Y n r,,) < r,,; If sup(Y n r,,) = "', then ot(Y n r,,) = "'since "'is 

regular. However then the transitive collapse of Y cannot be in V,,. ・

Let F = { Z ---< Va I x E Z, the transitive collapse of Z is in V,,.}, and 

X = LJ(F n Y). We have X ---< Va. For every Z E F n Y, we have that 

Zn"':::;: sup(Y n "'), and for every <5 E Y n "', there is Z E F n Y with 

怜 ~Z. Hence X n"'= sup(Y n r,,) and Vxn,-. ~X. 
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Take a large 8 < K, such that the transitive collapse of Y is in怜 Note

that sup(Y n /'i,)さ8.For every Z E F n Y, the transitive collapse of Z is 

also in怜.Then as in Lemma 3.1 we can define a surjection from¼onto 
X. Therefore IIXII :S 8 < K,, and the transitive collapse of X is in v; 氏．ロ

4. ON  SUCCESSORS OF LS CARDINALS 

If K, is a singular LS cardinal and there is a weakly LS cardinalさcf(K,),

we can take a small elementary submodel with certain closure property. We 

use the following fact: 

Theorem 4.1 ([3]). Let K, be a weakly LS cardinal. Then for every cardinal 

入2:K, and x E V"', there is no cofinal map from x intoに

Lemma 4.2. Let a be a limit ordinal a and a set x, if cf(a) > llxll and 

there is a weakly LS cardinal K, with cf (0:) 2: K, 2: 11 x 11, then there is no 

cofinal map from x into a. 

Proof. First suppose llxll < K, < cf(a). In this case we may assume x EV"'・

If cf(a) is a successor cardinal, then we have done by Theorem 4.1. Suppose 

cf (0:) is a limit cardinal. Then cf (0:) > K, 八so{ TJ < a I cf (TJ) = cf (/'i, 汀}is 

stationary in 0:. If f : x→ 0: is a cofinal map, then C = { TJ < a I TJ n f "x is 

cofinal in T/} is a club in 0:. Hence we can find T/ < a such that T/ n f "x is 

co final in T/ and cf (TJ) = cf区）• However then there is a cofinal map from 

x into K,+, This is a contradiction. 

Next suppose llxll = K, < cf(a). Then we may assume x = V"'. Take 

f : v; 氏→0:. By the previous case, for every 1 < K,, we have sup(! "V,) < 0:. 
Since cf(a) > K,, we have sup(f "v; 砂=sup,<"'sup(f "V: サ<O'.. 

Finally suppose llxll < K, = cf(a). Then K, is a regular weakly LS cardinal. 

If there is a cofinal map from x into 0:, we can find a cofinal map f from 

x into K,. Take an elementary submodel X -< Va+w such that'ilxllこX,

X contains all relevant objects, and the transitive collapse of X is in v; 応
We know f"x~X, hence sup(X n K,) = K,. Then ot(X n K,) = K, because 

氏 isregular, so the transitive collapse of X cannot be in v; 氏. This is a 

contradiction. ロ

Lemma 4.3. Let K, be a singular LS cardinal and v :S cf(K,) a weakly LS 

cardinal. Then for every a > K, and x E Va, there is /3 > a and X -< V,e 

such that V"'~X, x E X, X n /'i,+ E記， v,(Xn Va)~X for every 1 < v, 
and IIXII = /'i,. 

Proof. Take a large /3 and Y-< V,e such that 0:, x, ... E Y, v; ツ (YnVa+w+w)こ
Y, cf(K,)~Y, and the transitive collapse of Y is in V"'. Let F = {Z-< Va+w I 

x E Z, the transitive collapse of Z is in V"'}. Let X = LJ(Fn Y). As in the 
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proof of Lemma 3.1, we have X-< Va+w, x EX, V,,, ~X, X n応 EK,+,and 

IIXII = K,. 
We have to see that v,(X n Va)~X for every, < v. Take f : V7→ 

X n Va, Since vis weakly LS, we can find Y'-< Vf3 such that Y contains all 

relevant objects, V7こY',and the transitive collapse of Y'is in Vv, We have 

f~Y'. Let F'= FnYnY'~YnVa+w+w·Since v, ツ (Yn Va+w+w)~Y and 
IIF'II~IIYII < v, we have F'E Y. Note that IIZII < K, for every Z E F'. 
Since IIF'II < vさcf(K,),there is no cofinal map from F'into K, by Lemma 

4.2. Thus we have b = sup{IIZII I Z E F'} < K,. Then, as in the proof of 

Lemma 3.1, we can define a surjection from怜 ontoLJ F'. In Y, we can find 

Z'E F n Y such that P(Va n LJF')~Z'. Since f E Y', for each a E V7 

there is Z E (F n Y) n Y'with f(a) E Z. Hence f"V7~Van LJF', and 
f "V7 E Z'こX. ロ

Note 4.4. In Lemma 4.5, if v < cf(K,) is a singular weakly LS cardinal, 

then we can require that叫XnVa)こX.

If K, is regular LS cardinal, we have the following parallel result: 

Lemma 4.5. Let K, be an LS cardinal and v < K, a weakly LS cardinal. 

Then for every a> K,, x E Va, and 1く K,,there is (3 2:'. a and X -< Vf3 such 

that x E X, 1 < X n K, E K,, Vxn,,, こX,叫xnv;砂こ X for every b < v, 
and the transitive collapse of X is in -v; 応

For an ordinal ,, let DC7 be the assertion that for every non-empty set 
Sand G: ぐ S→P(S) ¥ {0}, there is f : , → S such that f(a) E G(f fa) 
for every a < 1. Let DCぐ bethe assertion that DC8 holds for every b < 1. 

DCw is the Dependent Choice, and it is known that AC is equivalent to 

that DC7 for every ,. Note also that the following: 

(1) DC7⇒ DC7+l・

(2) If, is a singular ordinal and DCq holds, then DC7 holds as well. 

(3) DC7⇒ DCく吋・

Woodin [4] proved that collapsing a supercompact cardinal yields Dしfor

some large K,. Where K, is supercompact if for every a > K,, there is (3 2:'. a, a 

transitive set N with v; 吋V~N, and an elementary embedding j: Vf3→ N 
with critical point K, and a< j(K,). It is known that a supercompact cardinal 

is a limit of LS cardinals ([3]). 

We prove a similar result using LS cardinals. 

Definition 4.6. Let K, be a regular cardinal and S a non-empty set. Let 

Col(K,, S) be the poset of all partial functions p from K, to S with IPI < K, (so 
pis assumed to be well-orderable). The ordering of Col(K,, S) is the reverse 

inclusion. 
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If G is (V, Col(11,, S))-generic, then LJ G is a surjection from 11, onto S. 

Proposition 4. 7. Let 11, be a regular uncountable cardinal, and suppose 

DCくKholds. Let入>11, be a singular LS cardinal such that cf(入） > 11, and 

there is a weakly LS cardinal v with 11, さ V~cf(入）. Then Col(氏，凡） does 

not add new < 11,-sequences, and forces (入州=(11,+)vCol(1<,V,) and DCK・

Proof. By DC<K, we know that Col(11,, V; りis11,-closed and does not add new 

< 11,-sequences. We can check that Col(11,, 凡） preserves DCくKas well. 
To see Col(応 Vi)forces (入州＝（記）yCol(氏，v入l,it is clear that (入+)v~

(11,+) yCol(氏，v入). For the converse, take p E Col(11,, V; 入） and a name j for a 

function from入to(入十)v. Define F : 入xCol(11,, V; り→ 入+by F(8,q) = 
rJ <===} q~p and q II-寸(8)= TJ". F is not cofinal by Theorem 1.2, 
hence_ the image of F has an upper bound in見 sayrJ. It is clear that 

pl卜"!"入こ TJ",so II-"(入+)v is regular" . 

For DCK, take p E Col(11, ぷ） and names S and P with p II-"F : <KS→ 
P(S) ¥ {0}". Fix a sufficiently large a >入+.By Lemma 4.5, we can find 

(3 > a and X -< V13 such that X contains all relevant objects, ViこX,

xn 入＋€ 入+,v,(X n Va+w)~X for every 1 < v, and IIXII =入.Take a 

(V, Col(11, ぷ））―genericG and work in V[G]. We may assume X[G] -< V[G]13. 
We see that X[G]nV[G]a is closed under< 11,-sequences in V[G]. Take rJ < 11, 

and f : TJ→ X[G] n V[G]a-By DC<K in V[G], we can find a sequence of 

Col(11,, V; 入)-names〈ふ Ii < TJ〉suchthatふEX and f(i) = (ふ加 forevery 

i < T/・We may assumeふEVa+w for i < TJ・Since Col(11,, V; 入） does not add 

new < 11,-sequences, we have〈ふ Ii<TJ〉EV,hence〈ふ Ii<TJ〉EXand 

｛（土）G Ii< TJ} E X[G]. 
Since there is a sujrction from 11, onto V; 入， from凡 ontoX, and from 

X onto X[<;J], we can obtain a bijection from 11, onto X[G]. Let S =況
and F = Fa. Since X[G] -< V[G]13, X[G] n V[G]a is closed under < 11,-

sequences, and X[G] is well-orderable, we can take f: 11, → Sn X[G] such 

that f(i) E F(f「i)for every i < "'・ ロ

If there are proper class many LS cardinals, then for every cardinal K, 

there is a singular LS cardinal入>K such that there is an LS cardinal v 

with K < v < cf (入）； Take a singular LS cardinal v > K, and let入bethe 
v+-th LS cardinal above v. The cofinality of入isV土 Inaddition, in [3] we 

proved that if K is a limit of LS cardinals, then every poset with rank < K 

forces that K is LS. Using these facts, we can obtain the following corollary: 

Corollary 4.8. Suppose there are proper class many LS cardinals. Then 

there is a definable class forcing which forces ZFC. 
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5. LS CARDINALS IN HOD(V; り

For a set X, let HOD(X) be the class of all hereditarily definable sets 

with parameters from ONUtrcl({X}). HOD(X) is a transitive model of ZF 
with X E HOD(X). By the definition of HOD(X), for every x E HOD(X) 
there is an ordinal 0 and a surjectionび： 0 X <w(trcl({X})→ x with 

び EHOD(X). If X = Va and a is limit, then Va is transitive, ordinal 

definable, and <wvaこVa.Hence the domain of a-can be the set 0 x Va in 

this case. 

Lemma 5.1. Let <5 be a limit ordinal. Then for every limit ordinals a > 
/3~<5 and x E Va n HOD(½), there is X --< Va n HOD(怜） such that 

x EX  E HOD(½), V13 n HOD(½) こ X, and 11x11HOD(V,1) = /3. 

Proof. For given a > /3~<5, we can take a large ordinal 0 and a sur-

jectionび： 0 X怜→ Va n HOD(½) with a-E HOD(½). By induc-

tion on n < w, we define Xn and fn as follows. First, let X。=(V13 n 

HOD(怜）） U {x}, and take a surjection Jo : V13 n HOD(½) • X。with

Jo E HOD(½). Suppose Xn and fn are defined and fn is a surjection from 

V13 n HOD(½) onto Xn. For a formula cp(v1, ... , vk, w) and x1, ... , Xk EX加

ifヨwcp(x1,... , xk, w) holds in Va n HOD(怜） then we can find the least 

叫，x1,…, xk E 0 such thatヨwEが'({a戸 1,…，xk} X VJ)叩(x1,... , xk, w) holds 

in Van HOD(V.,). Set Xn+l =ふ ULJ{a-"({a戸 1,…，xk} X½) : cp is a for-
mula, x1, ... , xk E Xn}-There is a canonical surjection from V13 n HOD(怜）
onto LJ{ a-"({ a戸 1,…，Xk} X怜）： cp is a formula, xい・..,xk Eふ},namely 

〈「cpl,Y1, ・ ・ ・, Yk, Z〉→ a-(a凸 (y1),…，fn(Yk), z) (where「cpl E w is the Godel 
number of cp). Hence we can define fn+1 : V13 n HOD(怜）→ Xn+l canon-
ically using this surjection and fn-We can carry out this construction in 

HOD(怜）， hence〈ぶfnIn< W〉EHOD(½). Thus we have X = LJぷ E
HOD(V,,). We know V13 n HOD(V.,)こX and x E X. By Tarski-Vaught 

criterion, we have X --<Van HOD(½). Moreover, there is a surjection from 

w x (V13 n HOD(½)) onto X in HOD(怜） constructed from〈fnIn< W〉,SO 
we can construct a surjection f : V13 n HOD(½) • X in HOD(V.,), hence 
IIXIIHOD(V,1) = j3. ロ

The following is immediate from the previous lemma: 

Corollary 5.2. Let 6 be a limit ordinal. Then for every cardinal K > 6 with 

IIKII = K, K is weakly LS in HOD(½). 

Proof. Take , < K, a > K and x E Va n HOD(怜） • We may assume 
a and , are limit ordinals and , 2': 6. By the previous lemma, there is 

X-< Van HOD(怜） such that x E X E HOD(V6), V, n HOD(½) s;;;; X, 
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and IIXII 
HOD(V8) 

= ,. Then IIXII :S IIXII 
HOD(V8) 

= 1 < 11, so the trans1t1ve 

collapse of X must be in Vr;,, ロ

An uncountable cardinal K is said to be inaccessible if for every 1 < K, 

there is no cofinal map from V, into K. Every inaccessible cardinal is regular, 

and in ZFC, this definition is equivalent to the standard one. One can check 
that every regular weakly LS cardinal is inaccessible. 

The following corollary is already proved in Schlutzenberg [2]. 

Corollary 5.3. Let K be an uncountable cardinal, and suppose K is inac-

cessible in HOD(Vr;,). Then K is a weakly LS cardinal in HOD(½ 孔 In

particular, if K is inaccessible then K is regular weakly LS in HOD(½ 孔

Proof. Take 1 < K, a > K and x E Van HOD(Vr;,)- By Lemma 5.1, we 

can find X -<½。 n HOD(½ 砂suchthat x E X E HOD(Vr;,), Vr;, ~X, and 
IIXIIHOD(V") = K. Take a surjection CJ : ½ 氏→ X in HOD(½ 砂.Since K is 

inaccessible in HOD(½ 砂， theset {TJ <KI CJ"¼,-< VanHOD(v'; 砂}contains a 

club in K, hence we can find rJ < K such that V, こ CJ"¼, -< VanHOD(v'; 砂 ロ

Note 5.4. For an uncountable cardinal K, if K is not regular in HOD(½ 砂
then cf(11,)80D(V") = cf(K). 

Corollary 5.5. Let c5 be a limit ordinal and v :S cf(c5) a weakly LS cardinal. 

Then v is weakly LS in HOD(怜）．

Proof. For 1 < v, a > c5 and x E Vv n HOD(½), we can take X -< Van 

HOD(½) such that x E X E HOD(V.,), V8~X, and there is a surjection 

び：怜→ X in HOD(½). Define R。,R1こげ bya R。b{=:::::} CJ(a) E CJ(b), 

and a R1 b {=⇒ CJ(a) = CJ(b). We know R。,R1 E HOD(½). Since v is 

weakly LS, we can find〈Y;E,R。nY,R1nY〉-<〈怜； E,Ro,Rりsuchthat 

V, ~Y, IIYII < v, and there is a E Y with CJ(a) = x. Since IIYII < vさcf(c5)' 
there is no cofinal map from Y to c5. In particular sup{rank(y) I y E Y} <ふ
so Y E½and Y E HOD(島）. Then one can check that V, ~CJ "Y -< 
Van HOD(½), as required. ロ

When IIKII =Kand K is singular in HOD(½ 砂， wedo not know whether K 

is weakly LS in HOD(½ 砂

Note 5.6. HOD(V8) and HOD(½ 砂inthis section can be replaced by L(怜）
and L(½ 砂

6. 0N  ELEMTARY EMBEDDINGS 

Woodin [4] proved that if K is a singular limit of supercompact cardinals 

and there is a set A of ordinals with応＝（記）L[A], then there is no non-

trivial elementary embedding j : "V; 氏十2→ V氏十2. We can prove the same 
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result using weakly LS cardinals. Note that whenever A is a set of ordinals, 

HOD(A) is a transitive model of ZFC and A E HOD(A). 

Proposition 6.1. Suppose r;, is a singular weakly LS cardinal. If there 
is a set A of ordinals with応=(r;,+)HOD(A), then there is no non-trivial 

elementary embedding j : V,,. 十2→V,,.+2-

Proof. Suppose such an elementary j : v; 氏十2→ v,,. 十2exists. Let F be 

the club filter over r;, 十 restrictedto the set { a <記 Icf(a) = w}, it is 
r;,+-complete. Fis ordinal definable, hence F n HOD(A) E HOD(A), and 

F n HOD(A) is a r;,+-complete filter in HOD(A). Since HOD(A) computes 

r;,+ correctly and is a model of ZFC, we have that F n HOD(A) is not r;, 亡

saturated in HOD(A), hence is not crit(j)-saturated. Take pairwise disjoint 

F-positive sets {Ea I a< crit(j)} E HOD(A). Each恥 isa stationary set in 

r;,+, and we may assume that Eaこ{TJ<記 Icf(TJ) = w }. Hence we obtain 

crit(j)-many pairwise disjoint stationary subsets of { TJ <記 Icf(TJ) = w }. 

This partition can be coded in V,,. 十2,and using this coded partition we can 

derive the contradiction (e.g., see Kanamori [l]). ロ

The assumption in the previous proposition can be weakened as follows. 

Proposition 6.2. Suppose r;, is a singular weakly LS cardinal. If there is a 

set A of ordinals such that戸 isnot measurable in HOD(A), then there is 

no non-trivial elementary embedding j : V,,. 十2→V心+2・

Proof. First note that r;, is strong limit in HOD(A). Let F be the filter 

defined as in Proposition 6.1. By Tarski's theorem, if FnHOD(A) is crit(j)-

saturated in HOD(A), then応 ismeasurable in HOD(A), this contradicts 

to the assumption. Hence F cannot be crit(j)-saturated in HOD(A), and 

we can take a large stationary partition of { TJ <正 Icf(TJ) = w }. The rest 

is the same to before. ロ

Corollary 6.3. Suppose there are proper class many weakly LS cardinals. 

If there is a non-trivial elementary embedding j : V→ V, then {r;, I r;, is 

singular and応 ismeasurable in HOD} forms a proper class. 

7. ON ULTRAPOWERS 

A cardinal r;, is said to be critical if there is a transitive class M and an 

elementary embedding j : V→ M with critical point r;, (Schlutzenberg [2]). 
While the definition of critical cardinal is a second-order statement, in ZFC 
it is equivalent to a first order statement: There is a r;,-complete ultrafilter 

over r;,, that is, r;, is measurable. Recently Schlutzenberg [2] showed that 

under the existence of proper class many weakly LS cardinals, the definition 

of critical cardinal is equivalent to a certain first order sentence. Actually, 
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under the assumption, he showed that the ultrapower by certain extender 

sequence satisfies Los'theorem, so the critical cardinals can be formalized 

by the existence of suitable extenders. Moreover his argument can formalize 

strong cardinal as well. See [2] for the proof of the following proposition. 

Proposition 7 .1. Suppose there are proper class many weakly LS cardinals. 

Then for every cardinal氏 thefollowing are equivalent: 

(1) For every a > ,,,,, there is a weakly LS cardinal入>a of uncountable 

cofinality, a transitive set N, and an elementary embedding j : V; 入→
N such that the critical point of j is,,,,, a< j(t,,), and Va~N. 

(2) For every a, there is a transitive class M and an elementa可 embed-

ding j: V→ M such that the critical point of j is,,,,, a< j(t,,), and 
VaこM.

(3) For every a, there is a definable transitive class M and a definable 

elementary embedding j : V→ M such that the critical point of j is 

,,,,, a< j(t,,), and Va~M. 

Other large cardinals defined by extenders, such as Woodin cardinal, 

superstrong cardinal, and Irembedding, can be formalized by a similar 

way. 
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